Please note that we have changed our payment policy. DACC now accepts credit cards (MC, VISA, Discover), checks, and the VU Wildcard. However, we do NOT accept cash.

**Administrative Practice – Barton**
Reader – $34.75

**Advanced Legal Writing – Sirico**
Handouts for the semester – $12.00

**Canon Law – Mesure**
Supplemental Readings – $26.50

**Civil Procedure A – Cannon**
Materials on Civil Procedure – $26.50
Syllabus – no charge

**Criminal Law B – Dempsey**
Course Reader - $25.50
TP Clicker – $35.00 (also available at VU Bookstore)

**Criminal Law C – Pether**
Course Reader - $61.25
TP Clicker – $35.00 (also available at VU Bookstore)

**Criminal Procedure: Investigation – Poulin**
TP Clicker – $35.00 (also available at VU Bookstore)

**Drafting International Commercial Instruments - Wilcox**
Reader – $??? (not yet available)

**Environmental Law – Aagaard**
Course Pack A – $28.50

**Evidence A – Poulin**
TP Clicker – $35.00 (also available at VU Bookstore)

**Farmworker Legal Aid Clinic (FLAC)**
Reader – $18.25

**Intellectual Property – Risch**
TP Clicker – $35.00 (also available at VU Bookstore)

**International Human Rights Seminar – Murphy**
Articles – no charge

**International Trade and Investment – Gordon**
TP Clicker – $35.00 (also available at VU Bookstore)
**Labor Law – Cannon**  
Materials on Labor Law – $18.25  
Assignments – no charge

**Land Use Planning – Sirico**  
Materials for Land Use – $14.50

**Orientation to Tax Practice – Harvey (Grad Tax Course)**  
TP Clicker – $35.00 (also available at VU Bookstore)

**Privacy – Brogan**  
Syllabus – no charge

**Public International Law – Gordon**  
TP Clicker – $35.00 (also available at VU Bookstore)

**Tax Policy – Harvey (Grad Tax Course)**  
TP Clicker – $35.00 (also available at VU Bookstore)

**Torts B – Brogan**  
Syllabus – no charge

**Trial Advocacy C, E & F – Lewis, Packel & Ryan**  
Materials/Photos/Trial Advocacy – $31.00